
ARMADA HOFFLER 
CASE STUDY
Building a Future in the Azure Cloud

Optimizing Operations in Azure to Enable Construction Business Growth,
Armada Hoffler Properties transitioned from physical data centers to the
cloud. The new environment enhances agility and efficiency while providing
a more reliable and consistent mobile workforce experience and ongoing
support through AzureSimple.



Summary 
Armada Hoffler Properties (AHP ) was ready to 
move away from physical data centers and into 
the cloud. The company would use the transition 
as an opportunity to completely redesign its IT 
infrastructure using Azure services to become more 
agile and efficient. AHP developed a strategic focus 
that called for cost optimization, improved security, 
and manageability, with a critical focus on a reliable 
and consistent mobile workforce experience.

With the help of SoftwareONE consultants, AHP 
recast its IT environment in Azure. It addressed 
both technical and business challenges using 
AzureSimple. The Azure solution design optimizes 
cloud spend, satisfies reliability and mobile workforce 
requirements, and improves IT staff efficiencies. The 
transformation supports current and future business 
needs while optimizing costs, improving security, and 
using the Azure environment to ensure scalability 
with the flexibility to grow. Operating in Azure has 
reduced infrastructure complexity and expense 
while providing ongoing cloud support through 
SoftwareONE AzureSimple services.

About Customer
Armada Hoffler Properties, Inc. (AHP) is a full-service 
real estate company with extensive experience 
developing, building, acquiring and managing 
high-quality, institutional-grade office, retail and 
multifamily properties in U.S. markets throughout 
the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast. Through Armada 
Hoffler Construction, the company also provides 
general construction and development services to 
third-party clients, in addition to developing and 
building properties to be placed in its stabilized 
portfolio. The firm is committed to consistent Quality, 
Service, Flexibility, and Business Integrity.

SoftwareONE Helps Armada Hoffler Properties 
Achieve Strategic Business Objectives
Azure cloud transformation satisfies reliability and mobile workforce requirements, 
while improving IT staff efficiencies, and assuring flexibility for growth and ongoing 
support through AzureSimple.

“I can't say enough 
about the professional 
execution of this project. 
It's an in-depth process 
that required responsive 
collaboration and
constant communications 
among all the 
participants. Our CFO was 
extremely pleased that 
production operations 
continued without 
interruption while the 
transition was underway."

Anthony (TJ) Masters, IT Director, AHP



The Challenge
As with any modern enterprise, Armada Hoffler 
Properties administers a range of sophisticated and 
industry-specific IT capabilities. Beyond standard 
office and accounting software, applications cover 
construction cost analysis, remote site survey and 
status reporting, construction design, and Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) applications. 
Also, mobile applications and communications 
are critical to maintaining project schedules and 
controlling costs. However, AHP’s systems had become 
inefficient and complicated. Cohesive, effective, and 
advanced mobile capabilities had become a severe 
challenge.

AHP had gradually been moving away from an on-site 
data center, first to a colocation facility (COLO) and 
increasingly to Software as a Service (SaaS) application 
subscriptions such as accounting software. Now the 
company wanted to transition entirely away from a 
physical data center environment to operate solely 
in the cloud. A significant driving factor was the 
challenge to gain a more reliable and consistent 
mobile workforce experience. The upcoming renewal 
of a colocation contract became a catalyst to examine 
the next steps to modernize IT capabilities; how to 
become more agile.

Senior management at AHP developed critical 
business criteria for the intended transition:

› Adhere to a Strategic Focus that will support
current and future business

› Optimize for Costs & Efficiency with no operational
compromise

› Assure Security & Compliance across all aspects of
the business

› Satisfy Reliability & Mobile Workforce requirements
for communications & collaboration

› Build for Scalability, Flexibility & Manageability

To succeed, AHP would need assistance in creating a 
detailed cloud migration strategy and plan.

“We had endured too much 
inconsistency with services 
delivery using the colocation 
approach. That impacted our end 
users and ate up a lot of staff 
time. Beyond that, we wanted
to get away from the time and 
expense of hardware refreshes, 
and we wanted a better solution 
for our remote users. The virtual 
cloud environment had become 
an attractive and increasingly 
cost-effective way to do all of 
that.”

Anthony (TJ) Masters, IT Director, AHP

The Solution
The AHP IT team began conversations with three 
potential service providers. Each was evaluated against 
the established business criteria, including costs, 
experience, and delivery confidence. “Our discussions 
with the SoftwareONE team placed them clearly in 
the lead,” said Masters. “Their team demonstrated a 
high degree of competence and gave us confidence 
in their depth of professional capabilities to get the job 
done. And, the engagement was a natural extension of 
our existing relationship."

Following in-depth planning discussions, Armada 
Hoffler and SoftwareONE agreed on a detailed Azure 
Cloud and software management strategy. The plan 
created solutions to improve and modernize the AHP 
IT environment with allowances for future growth.

Following the specific AHP strategy, the new plan 
included cost efficiencies, with an improved security 
architecture. Utilizing Office 365 as a collaboration 
platform helps to satisfy mobile workforce 
requirements for improved communications and 
capabilities. The approach initiated a complete 
redesign of AHP infrastructure using SoftwareONE 
Azure services. Weekly project calls kept everyone on 
track as the plan progressed. “It was an easy evolution,” 
said Masters.

With the established plan in place, AHP applications 
were recast in Azure using SoftwareONE AzureSimple. 
The offering addresses both technical and business 
challenges. It creates an Azure solution that brings 
together related products, services, and third-
party applications. AzureSimple takes advantage of 
SoftwareONE cloud expertise to reduce onboarding 
friction while providing tools to optimize cloud spend, 
and provide support for Azure workloads

Point Street Apartments, Baltimore MD



SoftwareONE conducted the AHP engagement in three structured phases:

Cloud Advisory 

The new cloud design began 
with an assessment of the 
current IT landscape. The review 
included geographies, identity, 
compute, storage & data, 
networks, applications, and other 
essential services. The consulting 
team gathered metrics for 
performance, security, availability, 
and recoverability to map to cloud 
services.

Cloud Build 

Cloud Build established the 
foundational cloud infrastructure. 
This includes subscriptions, 
identity authentication, and 
authorization infrastructure, 
as well as networks and cloud 
services that enable defined cloud 
performance, security, availability, 
and recoverability metrics to be 
measured.

Cloud Migrate 

Following nearly six months of 
preparation, the Armada Hoffler 
Properties application migration 
was accomplished according 
to specific plans for workload 
sequencing and migration 
execution. It was all accomplished 
over two nights without 
interruption to production.

Benefits and Outcomes

Cloud Transformation: 
AzureSimple has delivered the desired  
transition support for AHP’s cloud  
transformation that has optimized IT  
operations in Azure to enable continued 
business growth.

Staff Productivity: 
The move to Azure from in-house and 
colocation operations has enabled 
Armada’s small IT staff to scale services 
and address rapid project growth in 
support of the growing business with easy 
access to SoftwareONE expertise through 
AzureSimple.

Individual User Efficiencies: 
Incorporation of new VPN technology, 
combined with Office 365, has improved, 
simplified, and stabilized the environment. 
It provides critical data access to accomplish 
daily obligations faster and more efficiently 
and includes a reliable and consistent mo-
bile workforce experience.

Data Security: The Azure cloud
environment encompasses improved 
systems and data security, as well as 
simplified regulatory compliance, 
including a Disaster Recovery plan using 
BackupSimple.

Critical Business Criteria: 
The transformation has satisfied AHP’s 
strategic focus in support of current and 
future business, including cost optimization, 
security, scalability, reliability, and flexibility 
to grow within the Azure environment.

Expense Trimming: As the new cloud
environment is fully implemented, costs 
have begun to decrease. The expectation 
is that costs will continue to come down or 
equalize as the full transfer is completed. 
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The new AHP Azure cloud environment enhances agility and efficiency while providing a more reliable and 
consistent mobile workforce experience with improved communications and collaboration efficiencies. From a 
strategic focus, to security and cost efficiency, the transition accomplishes all of the critical business objectives, 
that were initially specified by senior management.

Armada Hoffler Properties also takes advantage of SoftwareONE AzureSimple to gain 24x7 cloud support, 
PyraCloud cost control management, and a customer success manager who ensures their ongoing satisfaction 
and cloud success.
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